
by Jim Hougan

I had this nagging feeling that the Watergate might turn out like the Reichstag fire.
rou know, forty years from now will people still be asking did the guy set it and was he a German
or was he just a crazy Dutchman? -Howard Simons, Managing Editor, the Washington Post

T IS NEARLY A YEAR since it
first occurred to me that Lou
Russell's story was of more
than passing interest. I
thought that I could spend a
few weeks with faded FBI
reports, visit a few of Russell's
sleazy haunts, and write a dis-
cursive piece ahout those as-
pects of life in Washington

that emerge only when a Congressman or his
companion leaps into the city's Tidal Basin.

The article I had in mind was to he entitled

"An American Barhcuze."! Having just spent
four years writing a hook ahout the private
use of intelligence agents, I was determined to
leave the diving hell of investigative reporting.
My intention, then, was to write a meditation
on the plain facts of an unexemplary life.

The facts are these: Lou Russell was a pri-
vate investigator. He was also a Catholic, a
drunk, a patriot, a wiretapper, and a hard guy
who spent his money on whores and lived in a
cheap rooming house in Washington, D.C. His
life was hitter and small, interrupted hy en-
forced resignations and. catastrophes of every

1Barbouze is a
French word whose
meaning recalls the
Algerian crisis under
President Charles de
Gaulle. Les barbouzes
("the false-beards")
were the detritus of
the intelligence agen-
cies- shock troops
and assassins in the
clandestine campaign
against the equally
vicious, secessionist
Secret Army Organi-
zation in Algiers.
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2 The Watergate
office building, where
the DNC offices were,
is next door to the
Watergate Hotel.

3 Among the letter's
highlights: "There
was political pressure
applied to the defen-
dants to plead guilty
and remain silent."

"Perjury occurred
during the trial on
matters highly mate-
rial to the structure,
orientation, and in-
tent of the defen-
dants."

"Others involved in
-the Watergate opera-
tion were not identi-
fied during the trial,
when they could have
been by those testify-
ing."

"The Watergate
operation was not a
CIA operation. The
Cubans may have
been misled by others
into believing that it
was a CIA operation.
I know for a fact that
it was not."

Jim Haugan; a Wash·
ington editor of Harp-
er's, is the author of
Spooks, published br
William Morrow.
"The McCord File"
is from a work in
progress.
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description. A failure in professional baseball,
he became an FBI agent-only to be drummed
out of the bureau when his wife committed
suicide under circumstances that were at once
tragic and scandalous. While a staff member
of the House Un-American Activities Com-
mittee (HUAC) in the late 1940s, Russell as-
sisted Rep. Richard Nixon in the harrying of
Alger Hiss, an alleged spy. Subsequently, Rus-
sell was appointed chief investigator for that
committee.

In that position, Russell pursued Commu-
nists and presumed Communists until 1954,
when he was dismissed for borrowing money
from a committee witness. During the years
that followed, Russell worked briefly for Rob-
ert Maheu's CIA-supported "mission impos-
sible agency," once again for HUAC, and,
finally, declined into an alcoholic retirement
that ended with his death in 1973.

As I said, it was an unexemplary life, but
not an uninteresting one. Russell belonged to
that unlighted world of political footpads and
spies who, for a price, carry out the illegal and
unpleasant tasks sometimes required by the
more respectable citizens in a city as byzan-
tine as Washington. It was my intention, then,
that "An American Barbouze" would reveal a
part of that world and its subterranean impact
on current events.

S IT HARPENED, however,
there was a problem
with the article. It con-
cerned Lou Russell's last
year. An employee of
Watergate burglar James
McCord's private secu-
rity firm, Russell was the
subject of rumors to the
effect that he had in

some way participated in the notorious break-
in. of June 16 and 17, 1972, at the Democratic
National Committee (DNC) headquarters in
the Watergate complex.' This was the break-in
in which McCord and four other men were ar-
rested, and it proved the beginning of Richard
Nixon's political demise.

While it was predictable that a degree of
mystery and rumor would attach to the life of
a private eye, the hints about Watergate im-
parted to Lou Russell an interest that I as-
sumed he didn't deserve. Rather than abandon
the article, I decided to quickly dispel the
rumors so that I could get on with the story
at hand.

At the time, myknowledge of the Watergate
affair seemed adequate, and I had little desire
to learn much more; on the contrary, like

just about everyone else in the country, I
thought I knew too much about it. I remem-
bered that five burglars, led by former CIA
officer James McCord, had been arrested at
the Watergate in the summer of 1972. They
had bugged the telephones of prominent Dem-
ocrats at the DNC and photographed a pile of
uninteresting papers. An alert security guard
had called the police after noticing that some of
the building's doors had been tampered with
in a way that would have been obvious to any
passerby.

As details of the burglary became known, it
was apparent that McCord and his fellow oper-
atives were incompetents. That McCord was
security di~ector for the Committee to Re-
Elect the President (CRP or "CREEP"), how-
ever, made the entire incident more interesting
than it might otherwise have been, as did the
complicity of E. Howard Hunt (ex-CIA) and
G. Gordon Liddy (ex-FBI).

I remembered that the newspapers' interest
in the break-in gathered intensity when former
FBI agent Alfred Baldwin gushed forth with a
detailed account in the press of his monitoring
of the bugs at the DNC. Until then, with fall ap-
proaching and Nixon's reelection a certainty,
the government investigations had apparently
come to an impasse. The burden of developing
information seemed to have fallerr on Wash·
ington Post reporters Bob Woodward and
Carl Bernstein. The two-soon to be a ma-
jor motion picture-s-had come fairly Close
to establishing a connection between the
burglary and the upper reaches of the Nixon
Administration; The public was not yet
aware: that the White House was deeply in-
volved in the cover-up, paying those arrested
to maintain their silence; that efforts were be-
ing made to contain the scandal by implicating
the CIA and invoking national security; and
that the Acting Director of the FBI had set fire
to some promising evidence. And, in airports,
on obscure stretches of highway, and in tele-
phone booths around town, executive clemency
was being promised in whispers while attor-
neys' fees were being hand-delivered in brown
paper bags.

In March, 1973, the attempt to contain the
secret failed when McCord broke his silence,
with a letter to judge John Sirica, alleging, I

among other things, perjury and cover-up. For
a time, the once-bungling McCord became a
kind of hero, a righteous and intrepid defender
of truth, justice, and the CIA.3 Firing his at-
torney under circumstances that threatened
to destroy the lawyer's career, McCord sang a
song of culpability to the Senate Watergate
Committee, only then preparing to hold hear-
ings.



An American Barbouze

T WAS IMMEDIATELY after
this, in the spring and early
summer of 1973, that Presi-
dent Nixon's fortunes hegan
to decline. White House coun-
sei John Dean testified hefore
the Senate with devastating
effect, and then, as impeach-
ment talk swirled through the
corridors of Congress, the

existence of a "Presidential taping system"
was revealed. Having hugged himself, Nixon
was doomed: it was only a matter of time he-
fore the President would he hoist with his own
petard. And when that time came, just as Mc-
Cord had promised' in a letter to an acquain-
tance, "every tree in the forest" would
fall, it would he "a scorched desert." The
ruins of the Nixon Administration would

1 •. The Vice-President,
tergate, would nev-
as a crook and he
ier Secretary of the
etary of Commerce,
.ral, the Acting Di-
sorted undersecr.e-
fficials of the high.
ild he indicted, for
md face the pros·
niddle and golden
incarcerated thugs,

I WATERGATE OFFICE BUILDING

rapists, slashers, and conscientious objectors.
I remembered all this and I knew that it

hored me. I knew also that, though the inci-
dent had heen disposed of years hefore, it was
survived hy a handful of unanswered questions
that threatened to occupy conspiracy theorists
for years to come. These questions concerned
the identity of "Deep Throat," the contents of
an eighteen-and-a-half-minute gap on one of
the Presidential tapes, the problem of the
Democrats having had advance warning of the
break-in, the role of the CIA, and so forth.

Happily, however, I did not intend or need
to answer any of these questions. All that was
required of me was to dispel the rumor that
Lou Russell had heen involved in the break-in.
At first, it appeared that the rumor could easily
be dismissed. On October 11, 1972, the Wash-
ington Evening Star had published an article
with the clear innuendo that Lou Russell was
present at the Watergate on the night of the
break-in and knew more about the matter than
he had told the FBI. This clipping might have
given me pause had it not been for the fact
that the Star's librarians had attached a yellow
tag to the article, informing researchers that
Mr. Russell was suing for libel.

Confident now that the issue could be re-
solved in an afternoon, I went to district court
and looked up the records of the suit. Curious-
ly, the suit had not been filed until eight
months after the article's publication, and, what
was worse, Lou Russell had died only a few
days later. The record was inconclusive. The
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4 May 18, 1973, the
second day of the Wa.
tergate hearings, was
the occasion of Me-
Cord's first appear-
ance. Stricken that
morning, Russell re-
mained in the hospi-
tal until June 20. On
June 21 he filed suit
against the Wasking.
ton Evening Star, and
died July 2.

5 That the Sen-
ators and the bur-
glars were sometimes
talking about differ-
ent burglaries was
owing to the fact that
the June 16-17 break-
in was the last in a
series of unlawful en-
tries into the Water-
gate in which similar
methods had been
used. The result of
this confusion was to
frustrate the Sen-
ators in their ques-
tioning, frequently
leading them to aban-
don their original
lines of inquiry.
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only testimony came from the reporters-who
predictably stood by their story-and from
Russell's daughter. And what she had to say
about her father's whereabouts on the night of
June 16-17 only made matters more confus-
ing. Eventually, the suit had been dismissed
without resolving the issue.

Still curious, I began to look through the
many volumes of hearings conducted by the
Senate Select Committee on Presidential Cam-
paign Activities. Because those. hearings are
unindexed and number more than 10,000
pages, it occurred to me that "An American
Barbouze" was looking more and more like a
bad idea. And then, with the help of a com-
puter technician assigned to the Senate Rules
Committee, I located the following dialogue:

Senator Inouye: I have been advised
that at the time of the break-in, you had in
your employment a man named Louis Rus-
sell. Is that correct?

Mr. McCord: That is correct, sir.
Senator Inouye: Was he near the Wa-

tergate during the time of the break-in?
Mr. McCord: I would like to respond to

that, because Mr. Russell has been very un-
fairly treated in terms of his name being
raised in this case, and I will explain the
circumstances as he has told them to me
and which I believe, which are these.

He stated that he was not there the
night of the break-in at the Howard John-
son Motel or anywhere in the vicinity. He
told me that the night before, which would
have been the night of June 16, I believe
-June 1S-the Thursday night-that he
had gone to the Howard Johnson Motel
restaurant to have dinner and that he had
gone there with a woman companion who
-they on a regular basis ate at the Howard
Johnson restaurant as a custom over some
years; that she normally went to the Wa-
tergate hairdresser, one of them, for her
hairdo, and they would go over to the How-
ard Johnson restaurant and have dinner.

Senator Inouye: Was he in any way
connected with the bugging?

Mr. McCord: Absolutely none, in no
form whatever.

This. appeared to be the only testimony
taken in public hearings about Lou Russell-
who, as it happened, was, at the moment of,
McCord's speech, in a hospital, his heart hav-
ing given out as McCord began his first day
of Senate testimony. 4

McCord's testimony was virtually useless. It
was only hearsay, the account of an alleged
conversation between two political spies, and
it contradicted the reports of nearly everyone
else-including Lou Russell's own-because
Russell had admitted to the FBI and to the
Senate that he had been present at the Howard

Johnson's coffee shop on the night of June 16.
In fact,' he had sat there for hours while his
employer, James McCord, waited in a hotel
room upstairs for the opportunity to invade
the Watergate-directly across the street and
within sight of the coffee shop. I learned that
Russell explained his presence in a number of
conflicting ways, and that he sought to per-
suade his daughter to provide him with an
alibi for his whereabouts on that particular
evening.

VER THE NEXT several
months, I learned a
great deal more about
Lou Russell-informa-
tion forcing me to con-
clude that Russell knew
far more about the Wa-
tergate break-in than
McCord's studied re-
marks to Senator Inouye

suggested. Unhappily, the evidence pointing
toward Russell's involvement raised more
questions than it answered.

To answer these questions, and a host of
others that radiated from them like the spokes
of a compass rose, it was essential to under-
stand the Watergate break-in of June 16-
17 in detail. A chronology of that incident was
required, one that would show what each of
the participants was doing at any given time.
With this in hand, I might then discover
lacunae that only Lou Russell could have filled.
I thought that such a record could be found
in any number of places: in the newspapers,
the Congressional hearings, or any of the myr-
iad books published about the affair. In fact,
however, no such record existed. This was so
because the burglary itself was perhaps the
least-investigated aspect of the Watergate in-
cident. Testimony about it was scattered and
pro forma, a legislative afterthought calculated
to prove that something was rotten in Wash-
ington-after which the interrogators might
move on to the more partisan questions of
responsibility and motive. Accounts of the
break-in were therefore inchoate. Even when
the witnesses and members of Sen. Sam Ervin's
Watergate Committee were discussing the
same burglary (which was not always the
case), and even when the testimony was syn-
tactically intelligible (a rarity) , the statements
of McCord, Hunt, and "the Cubans" differed
in large and small details, often contradicting
one another on strategic matters." Because the
Senate Watergate Committee was not a court
of law, and because it was' preoccupied with
"the larger issues," it was afforded the luxury



of leaving such contradictions unresolved.
This, coupled with the many questions left un-
asked, resulted in a public record that is worse
than unsatisfactory.

A good indication of this can be found in
the New York Times's report The Watergate
Hearings: Break-in and Cover-up. A careful
reading of this book makes it clear that the
title is a misnomer: the hearings were not con-
cerned with the break-in at all, but only with
its cover-up. For instance, there is not a single
reference in the work to Frank Wills (the
guard who notified the police that a break-in
was in progress). This, despite the book's rep-
utation as a definitive compilation whose blurb
reads: "Here is the evidence ... Now let the
people decide where the truth lies." In fact,
readers of the Times were in no position to de-
cide where the truth lay. More than two years
after the break-in and arrests, the Times would
still refer to Bruce Givner-who played a cru-
cial role in the affair-as a "mystery man"
whom the police had been unable to identify.
In fact, Givner had volunteered his story to the
FBI and other authorities on numerous occa-
sions, though no one seems to have been much
interested in what he had to say.

The failure to sort out the break-in was not
the Senate's alone. Neither was it the exclusive
fault of the press. Nor, in fact, was the failure
entirely accidental. FBI instructions to its
field offices,contained in what the bureau calls
"air-tels," make it clear that the FBI and the
U.S. Attorney's office agreed as early as June
17 to subpoena witnesses in order to place
them under court jurisdiction. The calculated
effect of this, in one case,was to prevent Water-
gate guard Frank Wills from answering any
further questions posed by the press-specifi-
cally, questions posed by what the FBI referred
to as his New York Times "interrogators." 6

(Ironically, it would prove disastrous to the
Nixon Administration, for which the FBI was
apparently trying to provide protection. And
as we will see, the timing of Frank Wills's ac-
tivities that night is crucial to an understand-
ing of the break-in. Had Wills not been gagged
at such an early date, Watergate's course would
likely have been different.)

The failure to examine the break-in closely
had many causes, but it had nothing to do with
a lack of investigators. In the aftermath of the
June 17 arrests, inquiries were launched by the
local police, the press, the U.S. Attorney's of-
fice, Sen. Edward Kennedy's staff," the FBI,
the CIA, the Florida state attorney's office in
Miami, and, subsequently, by the General Ac-
counting Office, Rep. Wright Patman's House
Banking and Currency Committee, the Sen-
ate's Select Committee on Presidential Cam-

paign Activities of 1972,8 the Watergate
Special Prosecutor's Office, and the House
Armed Services Committee. In addition, pri-
vate investigations were undertaken by polio
ticians on both sides of the affair. White House
official Charles Colson, hopeful of implicating
the CIA in the dubious belief that this would
somehow "exonerate" the President, conferred
with at least two private eyes," while still other
lawyers and detectives labored behind the
scenes for Republican National Committee
Chairman George Bush."

Missed points in time

ESPITE THESE, and other,
efforts, the break-in was
never analyzed in any
detail. To those intent
on proving Nixon's ve-
nality, the burglary was
merely a point of de-
parture. It set off a chain
of revelations that inex-
orably carried attention

away from the night of June 16-17: McCord's
CIA background and link to the CRP; the
identification of Hunt and Liddy; the whisper-
ing of Deep Throat as to dirty tricks carried
out on behalf of the White House; the news of
John Mitchell's responsibility; the "Huston
Plan" to dismantle the New Left; Baldwin's
confessions; McCord's letter to Judge Sirica;
the forced resignations of Nixon's top staff
members; John Dean's testimony btdore the
Senate; the Presidential tapes ... and so on.
Each event and its telling was so laden with
melodrama that the evolving story resembled
a soap opera pushed toward the inevitable
denouement of Nixon's exile to Orange Coun-
ty. Investigators were therefore moved to fol-
low lines of inquiry that had little or nothing
to do with the supposed "bunglers" already
under arrest, which is to say that the break-in
was overtaken by the discoveries of corruption
it engendered.

Even those who were determined to defend
Nixon, or who suspected that something else
had happened at the Watergafe that night,
were convinced that the truth could be uncov-
ered only through a study of the most exotic
possibilities: e.g., the "prior knowledge theo-
ry," the "Hughes Connection," and so forth.'!
Further investigation of the burglary appeared
to be a waste of time. Even those who doubted
the conventional view of Watergate-and there
were many who did-didn't bother to think
about the burglary. They chose instead to fol-
low leadsthat connected Watergate to the CIA.

6 Indeed, the FBI
wasquiteactivein its
effortsto control the
investigation.Within
hoursofthe burglary,
the bureaupersuaded
the WashingtonMet-
ropolitan Police De-
partmentto tum over
all information and
evidencethat it might
obtainconcerningthe
break-inand its per-

. petrators.Atthesame
time, Henry Peter.
son, Assistant Attor-
ney General at the
Justice Department,
ordered the FBI to
providehim with all
information that it
might develop--"for
passageto the White
House."

7 The Kennedy in-
quiry, an unofficial
one that begana day
after the arrests at
Watergate, was con-
ducted by Carmine
Bellino. An "investi-
gative accountant"
who became legen-
dary in Robert Ken-
nedy's pursuit of
Teamster president
JimmyHoffa,Bellino
had spent virtually
the entirety of his
government career
within the gravita-
tional field of the
Kennedyfamily.His
early inquiries about
Watergate developed
into a much larger
investigationby Sen.
Edward Kennedy's
staff until, in 1973,
BellinobecameChief
Investigator for the
Senate's Watergate
Committee.

8 The body was
more commonly
knownas "the Water-
gate Committee"or
"the Ervin Commit.
tee."

9 The private eyes
were Richard Bast
and GordonNovel.

10 The Bush inves-
tigation subsequently
formed the basis for
much of Victor Las.
ky's book It Didn't
Start with Watergate.
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11The "prior knowl.
edge theory" concerns
individuals and orga-
nizations (e.g., colum-
nist Jack Anderson,
the CIA, various Dem.
ocrats and local po-
lice officers) who are
thought to have been
warned that the Dem-
ocratic National Com.
mittee would be the
target of White House
spies conducting po-
litical espionage oper-
ations. The "Hughes
Connection" is a sep-
arate matter that con-
cerns the tangled reo
lationships of Howard
R. Hughes, a covert
contributor to Pres-
ident Nixon's cam-
paign fortunes, who
was also the employ.
er of Nixon's bete
noire, Larry O'Brien
-the Democratic Na.
tional Committee
Chairman-whose of.
fice telephone was
one of two that Me.
Cord chose to bug.

12 Floors of the
Watergate office
building are denom-
inated by numbers,·
with the exception of
three basement floors,
delineated B-1, B-2,
and B-3. The B-2 lev-
el is the most con-
venient one for SUI-

reptitious entry in
that it leads directly
from the office build-
ing to an under-
ground garage that
services the Water·
gate complex. The
B·2 exit, located just
inside the garage en-
trance, is made up
of three consecutive
doors within a few feet
of one another. It was
from these doors that
Wills later removed
the tape.
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It was to be hoped, of course, that the pas-
sage of time would bring new clarity to the
events of June 1&-17. Daily newspaper re-
porters and government investigators are often
beset by deadlines and priorities over which
they have little control. Often it is only in the
aftermath of such events that, hy going hack
to the beginning and resifting the evidence, an
accurate understanding can be achieved. So it
was that I turned to the books and magazine
articles that had heen written ahout Watergate,
hoping to find a coherent account of that night.

I was disappointed. Of those arrested in
connection with the break-in, only .three had
written of the event. Their efforts were less
than illuminating. In Undercover, E. Howard
Hunt deals with the incident in four confused
pages; James McCord's bizarre polemic A
Piece ofT ape tells a great deal less in three
pages-although much of it contradicts Hunt's
version. Finally, Eugenio Martinez, writing in
Harper's, adds a few hundred querulous words
that, while interesting, do not explain what ac-
tually happened.

As for those who became principals after the
fact, either as perpetrators or as investigators
of the cover-up, they add almost nothing about
the break-in itself. H. R. Haldeman, for in·
stance, treats the subject in about two pages:
like Martinez, he cites operational anomalies
and blunders that lead him to suspect that
the break-in may have been the work of agents
provocateurs. But the evidence he offers is thin
and circumstantial, unconvincing even to
Haldeman himself. Similarly, Fred Thompson,
the Watergate Committee's chief minority
counsel, raises a number of "unanswered ques-
tions" in his book At That Point in Time-
but few of them have to do with the break-in.
Like Haldeman, Thompson seems convinced
that McCord and the CIA set a trap for Nixon,
relying on the Democrats to exploit the mat-
ter-but neither is able to prove it. Even so,
the skeptical views of Thompson and Halde-
man are buttressed by a number of other
writers, including Miles Copeland (in National
Review) and Norman Mailer (in New York
magazine). But the precursor of all the dissi-
dents is Carl Oglesby, a "revisionist historian"
of left-wing sensibilities. Within months of the
Watergate arrests, Oglesby pounced on the cir-
cumstances surrounding McCord's participa-
tion in the affair and, in his book The Yankee
and Cowboy War, suggested that McCord car-
ried out his assignment at the behest of the
CIA. As for all the mea culpas and chronicles,
from lohn Dean and Jeb Magruder to Victor
Lasky and Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein,
the burglary is misunderstood and eventually
ignored.

ITH A SINGLE excep·
tion: Of all the Wa·
tergate books, only
Anthony Lukas's
Nightmare provides
an account of the
break-in that is more
than cursory. Unfor-
tunately, Lukas pro-
vides a version that

reflects the deficiencies and biases of those
who investigated it; as such it can be dis-
carded as orthodox and inaccurate.

To understand this version, only a brief
setting of scene is needed. On the evening of
June 16, 1972, a White House espionage team,
led by G. Gordon Liddy, prepared to bug the
Democratic National Committee headquarters
in the Watergate officebuilding. While Liddy,
E. Howard Hunt, and four men from Miami
waited in their rooms at the Watergate Hotel,
James McCord and Alfred Baldwin remained
in the "Listening Post" across the street. This
was a room that McCord had rented in the
Howard Johnson's motel because it afforded a
perfect view of the DNC headquarters. One of
McCord's responsibilities, therefore, was to
keep the DNC under observation that night
and to notify Liddy and his cohorts when its
officeswere finally empty. It was only then that
the break-in could proceed.

According to Lukas, the last person to leave
the DNC, a law student named Bruce Givner,
did so at 1:00 A.M. At about the same time,
Lukas. tells us, Watergate guard Frank Wills
discovered tape that McCord had placed across
the locks--to keep them in an open position
when the doors were closed-to the basement
doors that led into the office building. 12

Following his discovery of the tape, Wills,
in the Lukas chronology, returned to the lobby
of the office building and encountered Givner
as he exited from the elevator; after a brief
conversation, the two men agreed that they
were hungry and, together, they left the office
building to grab a bite to eat at the Howard
Johnson's coffee shop across the street.

Meanwhile [Lukas writes], McCord was
crossing [the street] in the opposite direc-
tion. But here the participants' stories be-
gin to diverge widely. McCord says he
checked the garage.level door and found
the tape still there. Hunt-makes no mention
of this.

(One is inclined to side with Hunt,
for how could McCord have seen the lights
go off in the committee and get across the
street in time to find the tape still there if
Wills had pulled the tape off before getting
upstairs to see Givner coming down in the
elevator? )



If the reader is confused by that sentence,
he is not alone. When I discussed it with
Lukas, he, too, was baffled by its meaning.
After some analysis, we agreed that the sen-
tence was a rhetorical way of saying that Mc-
Cord's version of events does not make sense
at this point-because, of course, McCord
could not have found the tape in place after
the tape had been removed. It's a confusing
matter, the more so because Lukas, after point-
ing out that "Hunt makes no mention" of the
incident, nevertheless finds himself "inclined
to side with Hunt."
, The coherence of the account diminishes

even further as Lukas reports what the major
participants have to say about what happened
when it was learned that the tape had been
removed from the doors. McCord says that he
returned to the Howard Johnson's, where Hunt
called him and said that the operation was to
proceed. Hunt disagrees with this account, say-
ing that McCord returned with the others to
the Watergate Hotel and urged that the opera-
tion continue. Martinez agrees with Hunt that
McCord returned to the Watergate Hotel
(rather than to the Howard Johnson's), but
makes no mention of the argument between
McCord and Hunt. Ignoring the question of
McCord's actual whereabouts at this point,
Lukas sums up a part of the confusion with
these words: "Thus each major participant
blames someone else for the decision to go
ahead at this point. '

"But go ahead they did."
And so, of course, did Anthony Lukas, the

press, the investigators, and the public. The
contradictions in the accounts' of those who
were principals in the break-in were either ig-
nored or dismissed as irrelevant. The impor-
tant point seemed to be that the burglars went
ahead, replacing the tape that the guard had
discovered earlier. The guard then discovered
the tape for a second time, notified the police,
and .. ; the rest is history.

Here it should be pointed out that Lukas is
an excellent journalist. I quote him not to
mock his reporting but to illustrate how even
the finest reporters suffer vertigo when attempt-
ing to fathom the Rashomon·like character of
the June 16-17 break-in. Inevitably, their ac-
counts are inaccurate and filled with errors,
omissions, and a tolerance for the impossible.
The chronology endorsed by these accounts is
askew, and even the most reasonable deduc-
tions turn out to be false because the premises
on which they are based are untrue. The ortho-
dox version of the break-in, therefore, is merely
a theory, and an incorrect one. Its proponents
make the mistake of placing their faith in the
veracity of James McCord.

Agents provocateurs

HEN EXAMINED as a
sequence of facts,
the evidence sug·
gests that on the
night of June 16-
17 McCord, playing
the part of agent
provocateur, led his
associates into a
trap. This evidence

is not new. It was available to the various
authorities investigating the break-in, but it
was overlooked or ignored.' The evidence con-
sists of interviews with Frank Wills's super-
visors at General Security Services, Incorpo-
rated (GSS), and reports in GSS "incident
logs," which note telephone conversations be-
tween Wills and those same supervisors. It was
in an effort to learn what actually happened
on June 16-17 that I spent a spring and sum-
mer conducting interviews and pursuing leads
that took me from the vacated premises of. a
Washington bordello to an interview in the
Army and Navy Club with the CIA's former
chief of Counterintelligence-and from there
to a massage parlor on Capitol Hill, a pent-
house in suburban Maryland, and a nearly
airless chamber in the recesses of the Senate.

In the course of this hegira I was able to
learn a great deal more about Lou Russell,
James McCord, and Watergate. 13 I found, for
instance, that McCord had misled his accom-
plices on a number of previous burglaries and
that he was in liaison with the Intelligence
Division of the Washington Police Department.
I found also that during his CIA career, Me-
Cord directed what H. R. Haldeman later de-
scribed as the agency's "infiltration" of the
White House. Like Poe's purloined letter, the
proof-in this case of McCord's sabotage-
has been available from the beginning.

Having said that, Ido not pretend to have
anyone's "final truth." On the contrary, Me-
Cord's role as agent provocateur raises more
questions than I have answers for: Was he
acting on his own, or was he a double agent?
If he was a double agent, for whom was he
working? And, whatever 'his auspices, why was
it necessary for the break-in to be exposed?

Understanding McCord's role, therefore,
meant that virtually every other aspect of
Watergate-with the exception of Nixon's own
culpability-required reevaluation. Like it or
not, I was committed to investigating a sub-
ject of which the public was demonstrably
sick. And, if all went well, it would be pub-
lished eight years after the event. 14

13 Lou Russell's
employer immediate-
ly prior to McCord
Associates was Gen.
eral Security Ser-
vices, Incorporated-
the guard service reo
sponsible for protect-
ing the Watergate.
Russell, then, had lao
bored for Watergate's
protectors until he
had been hired away
by those planning to
invade that very com-
plex of buildings.

14Timeliness is usu-
ally regarded as a
characteristic of good
journalism. So it is
that when colleagues
inquired as to what I
was working on-and
I replied, "The Wa-
tergate hreak-in't-s-
an opalescent glaze
would cover their
eyes. (As Jon Wol.
man, a friend who reo
ports for the Associ.
ated Press, put it:
"You're a little be.
hind on the story,
aren't you? Nixon
left ... gee, about five
years ago. Turned out
he was guilty."

"No kidding."
"No kidding!

Check the Washing.
ton Post. I'm sure
they've got a clip on
it.")
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15A parallel, per-
haps too neat to be
worth much attention,
exists between Mc-
Cord's career at the
CIA and his perfor-
mance as' an agent
provocateur at the
Watergate, As chief
of the CIA's Techni-
cal Security Division,
McCord was charged
with rooting out
moles, or infiltrators,
from the ranks of the
spy agency. In lead-
ing his accomplices
at the Watergate into
capture, McCord, it
can be argued, was
repeating his CIA
duties in exposing to
the authorities those
who would do harm
to the Republic.

At the same time, McCord's attorney had
replied to my request for an interview with
his client by threatening to bring suit in his
behalf. And, while McCord would not discuss
Lou Russell or the break-ins with me, he did
take the trouble to report my interest to Alfred
Baldwin and some other figures involved-all
of whom, McCord informed his lawyer, also
were prepared to 'sue.

After six months of investigation, then, I
was hardly optimistic. Lou Russell, the object
of my original concerns, had faded almost en-
tirely from what I'd disconsolately begun to
think of as Part I of an extended work of re-
visionist history.

For years, Watergate's anomalies had been
dismissed as mere curiosities, an accretion of
blunders, coincidences, and faulty recollec-
tions of witnesses. The public had been per-
suaded that, for perhaps the first time in Amer-
ican history, it knew the whole story behind a
political scandal at the government's highest
echelon. If there was disagreement among the
scandal's principals, the testimony of McCord
was regarded as the truth. His credibility was
absolute. Having exposed the cover-up in his
letter to Judge Sirica, McCord became a ro-
mantic figure, an apostate spy working in
the public interest. The new evidence, how-
ever, made it clear that McCord's credibility
was owing in large measure to the naivete and
myopia of the investigators. What we are do-
ing, then, is taking a puzzle down from the
attic. The picture on its box has been torn
away, and we cannot be certain of the final
image. Nor can we be certain that the box con-
tains all the pieces needed to assemble the
puzzle. Indeed, it may even be that the box
contains pieces from another puzzle. We can
be certain, however, that the puzzle's center-
piece depicts the night of June 16-17 and the
actions of James McCord.

UNE 16 WAS A Friday eve-
ning like any other in the
Washington summer. The
temperature was too high,
the air polluted and un-
comfortably humid. Traffic
flowed along Virginia Ave-
nue toward Rock Creek
Park and Georgetown, pass-
ing the faintly seedy How-

'ard Johnson's motel and its plush counterpart
across the street, the Watergate Hotel. A few
blocks away, Leonard Bernstein's orchestra
began tuning up at the Kennedy Center for a
performance of The Mass.

J ames McCord arrived at the Howard John-

son's in the early evening, taking the elevator
to the Listening Post on the seventh floor. He
is a squarely built man in his late forties who
speaks slowly and precisely, weighing each
word. Two years before, he had completed
nineteen years of service in the Central Intel-
ligence Agency, retiring at age forty-six. He
had been head of the Technical Security Divi-
sion of the CIA's inner sanctum, the Office of
Security, and his reputation was that of a mas-
ter "tech"-a technician skilled in the arts of
electronic eavesdropping and counter-intru-
sion.l"

Whether McCord deserved that reputation
is a matter open to speculation, but cer-
tainly he had the credentials. Besides his CIA
experience, he was the proprietor of McCord
Associates, a private security firm with a
rather large number of employees and (at the
time) only two clients: the Republican Na-
tional Committee (RNC) and the Committee
to Re-Elect the President (CRP). McCord was
the CRP's director of security, a post he had
obtained on the recommendation of his friend
Alfred Wong, at that time chief of the Secret
Service's Technical Services Division at the
White House.

For months McCord had labored for the
CRP, checking its phones for bugs and gather-
ing intelligence on black and antiwar groups
that were hostile to President Nixon. More re-
cently, however, he had become involved with
a series of break-ins planned and carried out
by a task force of White House spies.

In the Listening Post at the Howard John-
son's, an otherwise ordinary motel room lit-
tered with electronic equipment and the
remains of chocolate sundaes, Alfred Baldwin
greeted McCord. Baldwin was McCord's sub-
ordinate, a former FBI agent who had resigned
from one of the bureau's Florida field offices a
few years before. McCord had obtained Bald-
win's name from a list maintained by the
Society of Former Special Agents of the FBI.
Private security firms, which often advertise
that they have "agents worldwide," frequently
resort to/ that list when a client has need of
investigative services in another part of. the
country.

There was nothing unusual in McCord's
having resorted to that list--except, perhaps,
that the agent he chose lived in Connecticut, a
long commute from the Washington area,
where literally hundreds of former FBI and
CIA agents resided.

Easygoing to the point of playfulness, and
possessed of a sardonic sense of humor that
was not always appreciated, Baldwin had been
hired as an armed bodyguard for the Attorney
General's wife, Martha Mitchell. She, however,



had come to despise Baldwin, pronouncing
him "the most gauche character" she had ever
met. And so Baldwin had been reassigned to
the Listening Post, where his new responsibil-
ity was to monitor DNC telephones, which
McCord had bugged two weeks before."

From the balcony of the motel room, Bald-
win and McCord could easily observe the
sixth-floor DNC headquarters across the street.
A crucial assignment that night was to watch
the DNC until the last worker left. They were
then to notify G. Gordon Liddy, E. Howard
Hunt, and the other operatives that the break,
in could safely proceed.

HIS PARTICULAR break-
in was a controversial
one. The DNC was re-
garded by some GOP
leaders as "a ceremonial
shell" of little intelli-
gence value. Moreover,
the operation's primary
target, DNC Chairman
Larry O'Brien, had al-

ready decamped for the Democratic Conven-
tion in Florida, taking many of his files with
him. As a result, the mission that Friday night
seemed futile to some of those involved.

At ease with the customs of the clandestine
services, Hunt, Liddy, and the others were
used to taking orders. Like McCord, Hunt had
retired from the CIA in 1970, and, like
McCord, he was a family man who was bur-
dened by medical expenses incurred by a
daughter he. loved. There, however, the
similarity between the men ended. While Mc-
Cord was a Bible-thumping technician who
dressed in polyester suits, Hunt was a clandes-
tine operative, a bon vivant in tweeds. The
author of many pulp novels, Hunt had left
the agency to join the Robert R. Mullen
Company. This was a public relations firm
that served as a CIA cover, and Hunt had
joined the firm on the recommendation of his
friend CIA Director Richard Helms. The
firm's most important client was Howard R.
Hughes, and it prided itself on impeccable
Republican credentials. Accordingly, the firm
was pleased when Hunt became a special con-
sultant to the Nixon White House.

Liddy was a former FBI agent skilled at
dangerous apprehensions: he had been ap-
pointed to a high post in the Treasury Depart.
ment after his unsuccessful candidacy for
Congress. Brusque and outspoken, he had been
shifted to the Committee to Re-elect the Presi-
dent, where he served as its General Counsel.
It was there that he drafted the Gemstone

Plan, the White House espionage project of
which the June 16 break-in was but a tiny
jewel.

Other members of the break-in team, reo
cruited by Hunt, included four men 17 from
Miami, each of them a standard-bearer in
the anti-Castro crusades. Bernard Barker
("Macho" to his friends) was a real-estate
agent who had spied for the FBI and the CIA
during his years as a police official in the cor-
rupt regimes of pre-Castro Cuba. Frank Sturgis
was a man of an even more romantic disposi-
tion, a soldier of fortune who boasted of his
friendship with Jack Anderson, the syndicated
columnist, with whom he had collaborated on
several articles.l" Eugenio Martinez was a CIA
agent of long standing, an exceptionally intel-
ligent man who was credited with having
infiltrated Castro's dominion on literally hun-
dreds of occasions. Virgilio Gonzales ("Villo")
was the team's locksmith.

With McCord and Baldwin in the Listening
Post at the Howard Johnson's, Hunt and the
others were ensconced in two rooms at the
Watergate Hotel. The room occupied by Hunt
and Liddy, the so-called Command Post, was
on the second floor, immediately below the one
in which the Miami men were staying. Since
the Command Post was to the side of the
Watergate office building, and four floors be-
low the DNC, Hunt and Liddy were forced to
rely on McCord and Baldwin to inform them
when the Democratic headquarters was emp-
ty. Those in the Howard Johnson's Listening
Post, therefore, controlled the operation's tim-
ing: until they gave the word that the DNC
was empty, Hunt and the others could only
wait.

So it was that Liddy's subordinates con-
trolled a strategic part of the operation. The
chain of command among the men had Liddy
in charge, with Hunt and McCord as his prin-
cipal lieutenants. Of these, Hunt was first
among equals, having better political connec- .
tions than McCord and a relatively long and
successful track record with Liddy. As for the
Miami operatives, they were "Hunt's men"-
just as Baldwin was McCord's man. While
Hunt regarded McCord as little more than "an
electronic hitchhiker" (and an incompetent
one at that), McCord took charge of the oper-
ation once it got under way. Of all those who
were involved, it was only McCord who had
access to the Watergate office building, the
Command Post, and the Listening Post. Since
it was also McCord who decided when the
operation was "go," and since he was the only
professional among those on the entry team,
the Miami men heeded his orders rather than
their own instincts-with disastrous results.

16 Politics being
what it is, there is sus-
picion that the con-
cern of Baldwin's ears
was not Democrat-
ic strategy-already
presumed self-de-
structive by rational
electoral observers-
but conversations al-
leged to be taking
place between some-
one at the Democrat-
ic National Commit-
tee and a nearby
bordello, which fre-
quently accepted in-
direct reservations for
Senators and Con-
gressmen. Watergate
may yet become the
domain of Freudians.

17 There is consid-
erable evidence that
the team had at least
one additional mern-
ber, as yet unidenti-
fied.

18 See, for exam-
ple, "Soldiers of For-
tune," by Jack An.
derson, Parade mag-
azine, June 12, 1960,
and "We Will Finish
the Job," by Frank
Fiorini (Sturgis) as
told to Jack Ander-
son, Parade maga-
zine, May 14, 1961.

Investigating the
role, if any, of the
investigator Jack An-
derson is no easy mat-
ter, despite his fre-
quent railings against
secrecy. In addition
to his friendship with
Sturgis, Anderson oc-
casionally employed
Lou Russell. The iro-
ny is that while Rus-
sell shared with An-
derson an antipathy
for the President,
McCord, as the CRP's
security chief, em-
ployed Russell alone
to guard at night the
most sensitive cam-
paign offices of the
Committee to Re-
Elect.

Compounding the
matter further, Mc-
Cord Associates-
a.k.a. McCord-as-
signed Russell to in-
vestigate Jack An-
·derson. Lest it be
presumed that the
fruits of this investi-
gation were destined
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for the White House
spy group, it should
be noted that both
Liddy and Howard
Hunt claim never to
have heard of Russell
-despite his numer-
ous pere grin ations.
In fact, the detec-
tive's reports on An-
derson did not go to
the White House's
secret agents. They

. were instead pro-
vided by McCord to
Lee R. Pennington,
a friend of Russell's.
Pennington was a
CIA agent who took
the Anderson dossier
to his CIA case offi-
cer-whereupon it
was delivered to Me-
Cord's old bailiwick,
the Office of Security.

19 Unknown to all
the plotters but Me-
Cord, and supposedly
ignorant of the Lis-
tening Post seven
floors above him that
night, Russell was
nevertheless moved to
lie about his presence
at the HoJo. Inter-
rogated by the FBI,
he said that he'd hap-
pened to be in the
neighborhood when,
on glimpsing the or-
ange spires of the
Howard Johnson's, he
was struck with nos-
talgia for a former
girlfriend. She, it
seemed, was in the
habit of having her
hair styled in one of
the Watergate salons
-and, whenever she
did, Russell would
join her for a snack
across the street. In
fact, however, the
woman was a prosti-
tute, and the reason
that she frequented
the area had nothing
to do with her coif.
fure. Moreover, Rus-
sell had not just hap.
pened to be in the
neighborhood that
night; on the con-
trary, he'd driven an
hour to get there.

To another inter-
rogator, Russell ex-
plained his presence
at the HoJo in terms
of the arts. He'd
been at the Kenne-
dy Center enjoying
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"We were just pawns"

HE EVENTS of the eve-
ning got under way at
about 8:00 P.M. Accord-
ing to Frank Sturgis, it
was then that he and
Villo Gonzalez left their
room to have dinner in
the Howard Johnson's
coffee shop. It was then,
too, that McCord left the

Listening Post, ostensibly to purchase equip'
ment that might be needed later that night.
Everybody expected that the DNC would be
empty after 9:00 P.M., by which time the last
worker had usually gone home. The break-in,
according to Hunt, was loosely scheduled for
"10:00 P.M. or so." .

Sturgis and Gonzalez were not alone in the
coffee shop. Unknown to them, another em-
ployee of McCord's arrived there at 8:30 P.M.
That was Lou Russell, the jack-of-all-trades,
who remained in. the HoJ0 coffee shop until
10:30 P.M., idling over his meal 19

Sturgis was excited-not so much by the
burglary that he was about to commit but by
his proximity to a movie star, Burt Lancaster.

"I saw him," Sturgis recalled, "and, you
know, he's about my favorite movie actor. My
wife says I look a little like him. So I went up
and shook his hand. Told him I was Frank
Fiorini-I didn't wanta use Sturgis-and that
I thought he was terrific. He said he was in
town to make a movie, and, later, when I got
out of jail, I went to see it. Burt Lancaster in
Scorpio. It's funny: the movie's about this CIA
guy who's betrayed by the agency. Sorta like
what happened to us, y'know. I mean, it
doesn't take a genius to figure out that Water·
gate was a CIA setup. We were .just pawns.
Anyway, I met Burt Lancaster."

Howard Hunt arrived at the Watergate Hotel
around 9:00 P.M. By then, Sturgis and Con-
zalez had finished their sandwiches and reo
turned to their hotel room to watch television.
Before long, Barker told them to join Hunt,
Liddy, Martinez, and himself in the.Command
Post.

According to Howard Hunt's muzzy recol-
lection, McCord came to the Watergate Corn-
mand Post at about 10:00 P.M. He told the
others that the DNC was still occupied, but
that he had just finished taping open the locks
to the garage-level doors of the Watergate of-
fice building. Hunt's estimate of the time, how-
ever, is awry. The visitors' log maintained by
the GSS guards shows that McCord signed into
the officebuilding at 10:50 P.M. According to

McCord, who generally eschews references to
the clock, he "went past the guard" on the way
to taping the doors.:" About fifteen minutes
later, he says, he returned to the Command
Post to report that he had accomplished his
mission. He "then returned to the Howard
Johnson's motel to check to see whether any-
one was still working across the street in the
DNC offices. One man was still there. Shortly
thereafter he left. ... "

Leaving aside; for now, the seemingly in-
consequential question of what McCord means
by "shortly thereafter," it is nevertheless pos-
sible to pin down the timing of these earlier
events. If, as McCord reports, it took him ten
minutes to tape open the locks on the base-
ment doors and in the stairwell of the office
building after going past the guard at 10:50
P.M., then his visit to the Command Post would
have occurred shortly after II:OO. By about
II:15 P.M., therefore, McCord was back in his
own room at the HoJo, watching and waiting
for the last person to leave the DNC.21

.

Having been told by McCord that the DNC
was still occupied, Hunt. and Liddy, according
to Hunt,

crossed the street to the Howard Johnson
Motel. . . . We went into the restaurant
and had a light snack, after which 1
drove my car out of the parking garage
and positioned it in front of the Watergate
Hotel. Returning to the room, 1 rode the
elevator with French film actor Alain De-
lon, who was, ironically, in Washington for
the filming of Scorpio, a story involving a
fictitious CIA agent.

Finally McCord reported that the last
sixth·floor light had gone out, and he would
be coming over to join us. The lassitude
that had prevailed in our room was shas-
teredo We were tense now, alert and ex-
pectant ....

That "finally" is to Hunt as "shortly there-
after" is to McCord is only partly an index of
Hunt's impatience. In fact, the terms refer to
two different things. As has been noted, Me-
Cord returned to the Listening Post at roughly
II: 15, having just informed Hunt that he had
successfully taped the basement doors to the
Watergate office building. At 12:05 A.M. the
last person in the DNC switched off the lights
and left. This period of about forty. five min-
utes is what McCord refers to when he used
the term shortly' thereafter. The reason that
Hunt used the word finally is that McCord did
not tell his colleagues that the DNC was empty
until nearly 1:00 A.M., roughly an hour after
the last person had left the DNC and nearly
two hours after McCord had apprised Hunt of
the taping.



HE LAST PERSON at the
office of the DNC that
evening was Bruce Giv-
ner, the freshman law
student from Southern
California. Givner had
come to Washington to
serve as a summer in-
tern. He was a loyal
Democrat who prided

himself on voting a straight ticket-"even if
it means voting for the worse man."

He had finished working on a convention
manual in the DNC's library at about 9:30
P.M. Rather than going home, however, the
young man availed himself of that perquisite
of perks: a toll-free WATS Line in the DNC
offices. From 9: 30 until midnight, Givner
dialed friends around the country while Mc-
Cord and Baldwin watched with increasing
impatience from the Listening Post.

According to GSS records, Frank Wills ar-
rived on duty at 11:51 P.M. Wills was young,
black, and the victim of an indifferent educa-
tion. His work history was poor, but his su-
pervisors remember him as a man who fol-
lowed orders, "a meticulous guard." The night
ahead was to prove catastrophic to Wills. He
would, with a telephone call, bring about the
Watergate arrests. He would then be cele-
brated in the media, and honored by a host of
black organizations. An attorney would take
him in hand and arrange a speaking tour.
There would be dreams and talk of a film and
a book, of The Frank Wills Story, and even of
the "Frank Wills Detective Agency." 22

Another guard, LeRoy Brown, had called in
sick that night, so Frank Wills had more re-
sponsibility than usual. He was the only GSS
guard on duty in the Watergate.23 A second
guard service, maintained by the Federal Re-
serve Board, was responsible only for the Fed's
officeson the eighth floor and in the basement.
And those guards were of the "roving" kind,
having to move by jeep between the several
buildings to which they were assigned.

Perhaps because of this added responsibil-
ity, or simply out of habit, Wills followed a
GSS standing order to "the relieving watch at
midnight": check the basement-level doors to
see if they have been tampered with. After
signing in, therefore, Wills descended to the
basement for a look. It was nearly midnight,
and Frank Wills' soon found tape on ·the
doors at the B-2 level of the office building.
It was not a feat of great detection. By placing'
the tape horizontally across the latch (rather
than vertically along the side of the doors),
McCord had invited discovery. Stripping the
tape away, Wills wondered what else he should

do, and then he did the right thing. Unknown
to McCord or anyone else in the vicinity, he
telephoned his GSS supervisors to ask for their
advice.

The first person he called was Capt. Bobby
Jackson, his "roving supervisor." It was im-
possible to reach Jackson immediately, how-
ever, since he was making his rounds in
Takoma Park, Maryland, twenty minutes away
by car. Wills left a message with the GSS an-
swering service, requesting it to raise Captain
Jackson on his beeper and to ask him to get in
touch with Wills at the Watergate. The answer-
ing service beeped Jackson, but he didn't have
the necessary change to make a phone call. As
a result, Jackson was unable to reach Wills un-
til he got to his next post, the Carnegie Institu-
tion, where he could use an office telephone.

Unable to contact Jackson for instructions,
Wills did the next best thing: he called the
home of another GSS supervisor, Sgt. Maj. Ira
O'Neal. O'Neal remembers that the call awak-
ened him in bed "a few minutes after mid-
night." Wills explained to O'Neal what he had
found, and O'Neal ordered him to check the
Watergate's other doors to see if they had been
taped as well. If they had not, O'Neal told
Wills, the tape Wills had found was probably
insignificant. If other locks had been taped
open, however, Wills almost certainly had a
burglary on his hands. In either event, Wills
was told to call O'Nealback in about fifteen
minutes to let him know what he had found.

Before Wills could begin checking the other
doors, however, Bruce Givner came bounding
down the stairwell into the Watergate's lobby.
According to Givner, he had shut off the
DNC's lights at 12:05 A.M. ("I always wear
a watch, and I always shut off the lights when
I go out. I guess you could say I'm pretty com-
pulsive about that sort of thing.")

Having just hung up on O'Neal, Wills
stopped "the white boy" in the lobby and
asked him to sign out. Givner and Wills de-
bated the issue for a few minutes, becoming
friendly, until both men agreed that they were
hungry. Then, like Lou Russell, Howard Hunt,
Gordon Liddy, Frank Sturgis, and Virgilio
Gonzalez before them, they went together to
the HoJ0 for something to eat. The Watergate
office building was empty. And unguarded.

If the accounts of Givner, Wills, Jackson,
and O'Neal are taken together, Wills and Civ-
ner must have been crossing the street to the
Ho]o at 12:15 or so. McCord and Baldwin
were watching the DNC offices and could not
have failed to notice the departure of both
Wills and Givner from the building. Wills was
in uniform, and the lights had gone out in the
DNC. Meanwhile, Capt. Bobby Jackson, Wills's

Bernstein's perfor-
mance of The Mass.
When the last chords
died out, he'd stopped
for something to eat.
But that didn't make
sense, because the
performance began
at 8:00 P.M. and con-
tinued until 10:0a-
more or less bracket.
ing the time that he
claimed to be in the
HoJo.

20 At the risk of
criticizing McCord's
trade-craft, it should
be pointed out that
signing into a build.
ing that one intends
to knock over is hard-
ly an approved mo-
dus operandi.

21 What Lou Rue-
sell did not tell the
FBI, or anyone else,
was his bizarre itiner-
ary that night. It be-
gan at 5 :30 when he
drove in the Wash.
ington traffic to
his daughter's house

. in Benedict, Mary.
land, arriving there
about 6:30. Finding
her absent, he made
a point of chatting.
up the neighbors and

, then excused himself
by saying that he
was going to visit a
nearby friend. He
would return in a Iit-
tle while, he said, and
stay the weekend. In
fact, he returned to
Washington in his
car, arriving at the
Howard Johnson's
shortly after 8 :00
P.M. From then until
10:30, Russell dined
in the coffee shop--
at least, he said he
was in the coffee
shop. At 10:30 he
once again got into
his car and drove
out to Benedict, ar-
riving there at 11: 15
or so. For upwards
of an hour he visited
with his daughter,
until, shortly after
midnight, he climbed
back into his car and
returned to Washing.
ton. His daughter
can't recall whether
he received or made
any phone calls be-
fore his last depar-
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ture. She does reo
member, however,
that her father asked
her to inform anyone
who might ask that
he'd spent the entire
evening at her house.
For some reason,
then, Lou Russell
needed an alibi for
the night of the Wa·
tergate break-in.

22 Almost none of
it would pan out, and
the effect of it all
on Wills would not
be healthy. Today
Frank Wills is unem-
ployed and obsessed
with codes, illusion,
and the occult.

'23 Though Brown
seems not to have
been at the Water-
gate after midnight,
the GSS time sheet
indicates that he was.
According to the
time sheet, Brown
worked until 1 :30
A.M.-signing out
within a few min-
utes of Wills's reali-
zation that a burglary
was in progress. The
anomaly has never
been explained.

24 Meanwhile, Lou
Russell, having just
returned to his daugh-
ter's house in Bene-
dict, climbed wearily
into his car again for
yet another drive to
Washington. He' was
working for McCord
that night, he told
her,though what his
assignment was is
unknown.

25 How Wills spent
the intervening hour
is a mystery. Wills's
recollections of the
evening are no help.
And the only logical
explanation based on
the evidence avail.
able-that he spent
the hour eating his
meal-would put him
in a class, shared
only by Lou Russell,
of devoted patrons to
Howard Johnson's
cuisine.

26 And there is
another possibility as
well: that Baldwin
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roving supervisor, was driving to the Carnegie
Institution to find a phone that did not require
change. And, as for Hunt and his team, they
continued to wait, tense with impatience, for
the go-signal from Baldwin and McCord.

One wonders why it didn't come. Not only
was the DNC empty, but the only guard on
duty in the building had left his post and gone
across the street. The locks had been taped
open on all three basement doors, providing
rapid entry for those who wanted it, and no
one on the intelligence team had any way of
knowing that Wills had discovered the
pieces of tape, removed them, and notified his
superior. If anything, Wills must have seemed
uncommonly serene. And yet McCord, in con-
tact with Hunt and Liddy by telephone and
walkie-talkie, continued to inform them that
the DNC remained lighted and occupied.

The unexplained delay

AD MCCORDtold the
truth, and had the bur-
glary begun at this time
rather than much later,
it would almost certainly
have gone undetected.
The footpads could have
entered the unguarded
building and, according
to plan, removed the

tape as they proceeded up the stairwells to the
DNC. Wills, upon returning and checking the
other doors (as instructed by O'Neal), would
have found nothing untoward. No tape. No
break-in.

Instead, McCord sat and waited'"
Whatever we may think of Wills for having

left the Watergate unguarded after finding
tape on the B-2-level doors, he at least had
the prudence to order his food from the take-
out counter-rather than sitting down to a
meal. While he waited for the order to be
prepared, he stood beside the seated Givner
and made small talk. When the order arrived,
Wills returned to his post in the Watergate
lobby. He could not have been absent for more
than twenty minutes.

Back on duty, Wills received the call from his
. roving supervisor, Bobby Jackson. Jackson had
reached the Carnegie Institution and logged
his conversation with Wills as having taken
place at 12:30 A.M. The roving supervisor
gave Wills the same advice that Ira O'Neal
had provided half an hour earlier:' check the
other locks in the building and report back in
fifteen minutes. For some reason, perhaps be-
cause his dinner was getting cold, Wills waited

nearly an hour before carrying out the order."
It was at about the time that Wills returned

to the Watergate that Baldwin went downstairs
to that buffet of espionage and glamour, the
HoJo coffee shop. While we don't know pre-
cisely what time Baldwin went into the coffee
shop, we do know that Wills was back on the
job at 12:30 and that Baldwin, by his own ac-
count, was back in the Listening Post at 12:45.
Since Baldwin's order consisted of chocolate
sundaes "to go," it's likely that he entered the
take-out line (to stand beside the seated Giv-
ner) within minutes of Wills's departure. (The
calculation is based on the estimate that the
sundaes took ten minutes to be ordered, pre-
pared, and paid for, and that Baldwin needed
another five minutes to go to and from his
seventh-floor motel room. Since Baldwin was
back in his room with the sundaes at 12:45,
the estimated fifteen minutes required to ob-
tain the sundaes suggests that he had left the
Listening Post at roughly 12:30. ) Recon-
structing the timing is by no means an aca-
demic exercise. Not only does it help to deter-
mine the timing of subsequent events, but it
raises the possibility that Baldwin may have
been sent to keep Wills and Givner under sur-
veillancef" But, whatever his reason for visit-
ing the coffee shop, Baldwin returned to the
Listening Post to find McCord on the tele-
phone, informing someone-presumably Hunt
or Liddy-that the DNC was still occupied.
Gazing across the street at the Democratic
headquarters, Baldwin supposedly saw lights
burning in its windows, although Givner had
turned them off forty minutes' earlier. While
McCord continued to discuss the situation by
telephone with those in the Command Post,
Baldwin claims that he suddenly saw the lights
go out in the DNC, and so informed his boss.
McCord then told Hunt that the operation was
go. It was 12:50 in the morning of June 17.

While we may easily imagine an innocent
explanation for the delay in notifying the
others of Givner's departure, I can think of no
innocent explanation for the deception prac-
ticed by McCord and Baldwin. They were, af-
ter all, looking at the darkened windows of the
DNC and telling their colleagues that the of-
ficeswere still occupied and bright with ligh~7

It would be convenient at this point to gloss
over what happened next, to say simply that
McCord and the others arrived at the Water-
gate officebuilding at 1: 10 A.M.--only to find
that the tape had been stripped away from the
exterior door on the B-2 level. While that is
true, it is not all that happened, and the reader
will forgive me for briefly digressing on Mc-
Cord's whereabouts between 12:50 and 1:05
A.M.This is what so confused Anthony Lukas.



CCORDING TO Howard
Hunt, McCord was "a
little delayed" in his ar-
rival at the Command
Post. McCord says that
the delay was caused by
his having taken a de-
tour after leaving the
Howard Johnson's. Rath-

. er than proceeding di-
rectly to the Command Post, as Hunt expected
him to do, McCord claims that he first went
to the garage-level door of the Watergate office
building "to see if the tape [was] still on, and
[if] the door could be opened from the out-
side." His testimony is that this occurred at
"around one o'clock in the morning." The
door that he refers to is the exterior door on
the B-2 level, since it was this door that the
team planned to use in their entry.

It is here that we enter the Twilight Zone of
McCord's reportage. Allegedly, upon checking
B-2, McCord says he found that "the tape was
still there." I have added italics to that sen-
tence because, as the reader knows, the tape
was not there: Frank Wills had stripped it
away an hour earlier. But McCord is not done.
Having made this remarkable assertion about
the phantom tape, he continues (deadpan):

I went through the Watergate hotel lobby,
and into the hotel room with the six men.
Picking up the various suitcases and bags
needed, we left and went out a ground.
floor exit of the hotel underneath the Wa·
tergate restaurant. Gonzalez, the locksmith,
and one of the men went ahead to open the
door. They returned with a stunned look
on their face. The door was locked and the
tape had been removed!

McCord's account is literally a matter of
now-you-see-it, now-you-don't. Disproving the
tale can be accomplished in several ways. For
instance, unknown to McCord, Frank Wills
had notified his supervisors shortly after mid-
night that he had removed some suspicious
tape from locks on the B-2-level doors. It
was impossible, then, for McCord to have
found that tape in place an hour later. More-
over, even if this information is left aside, Me-
Cord's story is nevertheless impossible on its
face (as Anthony Lukas was the first to point
out). This is so because, by his own account,
McCord left the Listening Post on the seventh
floor of the Howard Johnson's after Bruce Giv-
ner had left the DNe. Indeed, Givner's de-
parture from the DNC was, according to Mc-
Cord, the stimulus that led him to leave the
Howard Johnson's for the Command Post in
the Watergate office building. If McCord's

story is to be believed, the events surrounding
it would have to have occurred in the follow-
ing sequence:

Givner turned out the lights (lnd lelt
the DNC, going down the stairwell to-
ward the Watergate lobby. McCord then
informed Hunt (or Liddy) by telephone
that the DNC was finally empty and, hav-
ing given Baldwin some final instructions,
left the Listening Post. After waiting for
the elevator, McCord then rode down to
the Howard Johnson's lobby, exited, and
made his way across Virginia Avenue to
the office building's garage. Going down
into the garage, he claims to have checked
the tape and found it in place. He then
left the basement area and went to the
Watergate Hotel to gather the Miamians.
Within seconds of McCord's departure
from the basement, Frank Wills arrived
at the same spot to discover the taped
locks. Stripping the tape away, Wills then
returned to the Watergate lobby. There
he telephoned Capt. Bobby Jackson and
left a message with the answering service.
Then he awakened Maj. Ira O'Neal and
the tioo men held a telephone conversa-
tion about the tape and its implications.
After receiving instructions from O'Neal,
Wills hung up. Then, and only then,
Bruce Givner, who began with a head
start, arrived in the lobby and encoun-
tered Wills.

The scenario is absurd (not least because
Givner, who describes himself as "some-
thing of a fitness nut," remembers that he ran
down the stairs). Even if Givner had walked
-indeed, barring anything short of his having
been mugged and left for dead in the stairwell
-it is impossible that McCord and Wills could
have accomplished their respective errands in
the time required for the young Democrat to
descend from the sixth floor to the lobby,

Thus, McCord did not check the basement
door and find the tape in place. This is not to
say, however, that he checked the door and
found the tape missing. On the contrary, it is
extremely doubtful that he checked the door
at all. I can only surmise that McCord needed
a plausible reason to explain why it took him
so long to arrive at the Command Post after he
had left his room at the Howard Johnson's. He
had to explain what he had been doing, and
why it had taken him fifteen minutesto get
across the street. Almost offhandedly, then, he
said that he had been checking the tape and,
in his ignorance of Wills's discovery, added
that all was well.

was dispatched to the
coffee shop to await
the arrival of Lou
Russell. (Having left
Benedict for Wash·
ington between mid.
night and 12:15, Rus-
sell could have ar-
rived at the HoJo as
early as 12 :30 or as
late as 12 :45.)

27 Examples of such
innocent explanations
might be : McCord
was showering while
Baldwin was enrap-
tured by television,
so neither noticed
Givner's departure.
Or, both men suffered
anxiety attacks and
were confused for
forty.five minutes. In
fact, however, a third
explanation is offered
by McCord: while he
has repeatedly reo
fused to discuss the
break-in with me, I
have related some of
my findings to his at-
torney, Rufus King,
whoin turn spokewith
McCord about them.
According to King,
his client's "present
recollection" is that
he and Baldwin wait-
ed "half an hour or
so" before notifying
Hunt of Givner's de-
parture. His (al.
leged ) reason for the
delay was to learn
whether Givnerwould
return. (This would
seem to imply that
McCord knew that
Givner had not gone
directly home after
leaving the Water.
gate at midnight, but
had instead gone to
the HoJo with Frank
Wills.) What's most
interesting about this
explanation is the
following:

1. It confirms our
chronology while ov-
erthrowing that of the
orthodox version;

2. It contradicts
the accounts of both
McCord and Baldwin;

3. It does not ex-
plain why Baldwin
and McCord should
have misled Hunt and
the others, concocting
the false story about
seeing the lights go
out at 12 :45.
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The show must .go on

T WAS AT ABOUT 1:10 A.M. that
the entry team arrived at the
B-2 level of the Watergate of-
fice building and found that
the tape had been stripped
from the lock, preventing their
entry. The team's five mem-
bers huddled under McCord's
leadership, and it was decided
that McCord, Barker, and

Martinez would consult with Hunt and Liddy
about what to do. Virgilio Gonzalez was to re-
main at the door and pick the lock in case the
operation was to proceed. Sturgis was to stay
with Gonzalez, serving as the locksmith's body-
guard, a task he accomplished by standing in
a nearby telephone booth and talking ani-
matedly to the dial tone. Barker, Martinez, and
McCord returned together to the Command
Post in the Watergate Hotel. There they told
Hunt and Liddy of the missing tape. Over
Hunt's objections, McCord argued that the
operation should continue, that the tape had
probably been strippe~ away by a maintenance
man.

Hunt felt it was dangerous to proceed and
advised Liddy to "scratch it." Then, Hunt
recalls:

28 This is Howard
Hunt's account. Eu-
genio Martinez's ver-
sion of the same
event differs slightly,
but significantly. Ac-
cording to Martinez,
McCord wanted the
operation to continue
and Hunt opposed
him. The issue was

I walked away from them, mentally and
physically separating myself from the de-
cision Liddy was in the process of making.
I did not hear or even try to listen to the
exchanges between Liddy and McCord, but
I saw the Miami men get up and head for
the door. Liddy came over to me and said,
"McCord wants to go, Howard. It's his
show, so I let him."

"We're doing this because McCord did a
lousy job the first time," I reminded
Liddy. "It may be 'his slww,' but there are
four others with him who are my respon-
sibility." 28

By this time, Sturgis and Gonzalez had
picked the B-2 locks, replaced the tape that
Wills had earlier stripped away, and begun
climbing the stairs to the DNC offices. Mean-
while, Barker and Martinez walked down from
the Command Post, entered the office building
through the garage at the B-2 level, and joined
their companions on the sixth floor. There
Sturgis and Gonzalez labored mightily to gain
entry to the DNC. When the lock defied all
efforts. to open it, the men began to remove
the door from its hinges.

As for McCord, he had disappeared. Ac-
cording to Martinez, "McCord did not come
in [to the office building] with us. He said he
had to go someplace. We never knew where
he was going." S9 far as the Miami men were

The earlier break-ins
A look at the GSS visitors' logs, and

interviews with maintenance men at
the Watergate and Howard Johnson's
motel, makes it apparent that over the
Memorial Day weekend there were
four break-ins. Up to now, it was as-
sumed-falsely-that there had been
only three and---eorrectly-that on the
last entry McCord had installed a
transmitter that failed to work prop-
erly and thus necessitated the break-in
on the evening of June 16-17.

On the first night-a Friday, May 26
-the plan was for Hunt, Liddy, and the
Miami men to linger over a meal in the
Watergate's Continental Room. McCord
and Baldwin were to wait across the
street in the Howard Johnson's motel,
watching the DNC. Finally, the diners
were to disperse-with the exception of
Hunt and Gonzalez. They were to hide
in a closet until the restaurant was
cleared Of dishes and closed for the
evening. They were then to make their
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way through a door into a corridor that
would eventually lead them to the
DNC's sixth-floor headquarters. There,
Gonzalez was to pick the DNC's lock
while Hunt traveled down to the gar-
age level to admit the remainder of the
team. McCord, however, had expected
the operation to get under way before
II:00 P.M. That was the hour when a
burglar alarm was activated in the cor-
ridor through which Hunt and Gon-
zalez hoped to pass. Unfortunately, Mc-
Cord kept advising the pair by walkie-
talkie that the DNC continued to be
occupied (deja vu?). By the time the
word came through that the DNC was
empty, Hunt and Gonzalez were locked
into the Continental Room and the bur-
glar alarm had been activated. McCord
told Hunt and Gonzalez that he was un-
able to neutralize the alarm and they
could not go into the corridor without
setting it off. In fact, however, there
was no such alarm: Hunt could have

done cartwheels down the hall without
alerting anyone. But as a result of Me-
Cord's advice, Hunt and Gonzalez
spent the night in the restaurant.

If the phantom alarm was strange,
the second and third attempts at entry
(undertaken the following evening)
were genuinely bizarre. Appearing in
the lobby of the Watergate office build-
ing, McCord and his accomplices were
greeted by GSS guard Frank Wills.
Telling Wills that they had business in
the (recently burglarized) Federal Re-
serve Board (FRB) offices on the eighth
floor, McCord and his cronies signed
aliases-including "John Smith"-to
the log book and then took the ele-
vator up to the DNC. Though it was
12 :30 A.M. in the middle of a long
holiday weekend, Wills does not seem
to have been disturbed by the unex-
pected presence, and the exotic des-
tination, of so many men.

Neither, apparently, were the FRB's
guards on the eighth floor. While Gon-
zalez struggled unsuccessfully with the
door to the DNC's headquarters two



concerned, their operations leader had simply
vanished after leaving the Command Post with
them. They had no way of knowing when, or
even if, he would join them inside the DNC.
McCord disputes this account, contradicting
the versions rendered by every other partici-
pant who has spoken of it. According to Mc-
Cord, he did not accompany Barker and
Martinez to the Command Post (after it was
discovered that the tape was missing). Instead,
he says that he proceeded directly back to the
Howard Johnson's motel room to confer with
Baldwin. (Asked about this, Baldwin reacted
with surprise, and then denied that McCord
had returned.) McCord claims that, while in
the room, he spoke with Hunt by telephone,
arguing vainly that the operation should not
continue. According to McCord, it was Hunt
who insisted that the operation should go for-
ward despite the tape's discovery. It was with
reluctance, McCord claims, that he accepted
the order to carryon with the break-in.

Once again, McCord has provided us with
an anecdotal account of events that never oc-
curred. As we have seen, Baldwin, Martinez,
and Hunt deny the story. According to Bald-
win, McCord left the Listening Post shortly
after 12:45, having just informed Hunt that
the DNC was finally empty, It was weeks, not
minutes, before Baldwin saw McCord again.

It would, at this point, be useful to estimate

the time. As is now known, the entry team
found the tape missing at about 1: 10 A.M.
They conferred about this among themselves,
McCord delegated various responsibilities, and
then they split up. Since the men were con-
cerned about their conspicuousness and the
dangers implied by the missing tape, their con-
ference in the garage was short. Allowing a
few minutes more for McCord, Barker, and
Martinez to return to the Command Post, the
argument between McCord and Hunt must
have begun shortly before 1:20 A.M. Since this
argument required that McCord report the
tape's discovery, make his recommendations,
and listen to Hunt's rebuttal, this second dis-
cussion consumed about ten minutes. At 1: 30
A.M., therefore, or shortly before, McCord,
Barker, and Martinez left the Command Post.
We do not know where McCord went at that
time, but Martinez and Barker walked back to
the garage beneath the office building, and en-
tered the stairwell through the newly retaped
B-2 doors."

According to Martinez, he and Barker had
been standing in the stairwell outside the DNC
for five minutes prior to McCord's arrival on
the scene. Having entered the building at 1: 30
P.M., and having taken about five minutes to
climb the stairwell to the sixth floor, Barker
and Martinez presumably did not reunite with
McCord until about 1:40 A.M. Wherever Mc-

resolved, Martinez
says, when Hunt and
Liddy adjourned to
another room, appar-
ently to make a
phone call.

, 29 As before, we do
not know what Me·
Cord was actually
doing on this occa-
sion. All we can be
sure of is that he was
in neither the Com.
mand Post nor the
Listening Post. And
since he did not ac-
company Barker and
Martinez on their
trip to the garage, it
is clear that he was
somewhere in be-
tween all three loca-
tions.

30 By my reckon.
ing, over the numer-
ous or attempted en-
trances to the DNC,
Villo Gonzalez had a
losing record in pick.
ing door locks at the
Watergate. Such sta-
tistics may help ex-
plain why McCord
was forever signing
into the building to
tape door locks open.

floors below, Martinez found that Mc-
Cord was suddenly among the missing.
Moving up the stairwell on what must
have been little eat's feet, Martinez, to
his passing horror, found McCord in .
conversation with the FRB's guards.
At first, the Miami man feared that
arrests were about to be made, but,
upon seeing that the .oonversation was
an amiable one, Martinez decided that
McCord must be on friendly terms
with the building's sentinels.

Meanwhile, Gonzalez decided that he
could not open the door to the DNC
with the equipment he had on hand:
special tools were required, and the
mission would have to be shut down
until the following evening. Accord-
ingly, McCord & Co. took the elevator
to the lobby, gathered round Frank
Wills, and signed out of the building.
The exact time of their departure is
recorded in the GSS visitors' log, but
the notation is illegibly written so that
all one can be certain of is that-what-
ever the exact time--the entry team
left the building. Mysteriously, how-

ever, the log also shows that, after the
team departed, four other men signed
in, giving the FRB as their destination.
Of these four, the signatures of two are
scrawled, but the remaining signatures
are identical to the written aliases of
two (including "John Smith") who
had entered earlier that night with Mc·
Cord. What this implies is that at least,
two, and perhaps four, of the burglars
made a second attempted entry on that
same evening. Whether this entry- was
successful or not, and whether its par-
ticipants included two who were not
among those of the original entry team,
is unknown.

The fourth, and final, attempt of
that weekend was nominally the most
successful. It occurred the following
evening. After Gonzalez picked the
DNC's lock, McCord installed bugs in
the telephones of Larry O'Brien and
Spencer Oliver-Executive Director of
the Association of Democratic State
Chairmen-while Barker photographed
some of the DNC's documents. Never-
theless, with the bugs in place, McCord

suddenly announced that it was time
for everyone to leave. Reportedly, Bar-
ker et alii were upset by the command,
having only begun to mine the Demo-
crats' files. But they accepted Me-
Cord's leadership and returned to their
hotel.

The yield from the mission was
therefore minimal: two bugs, the
most important of which did not work,
and a few dozen negatives showing
some banal documents that the White
House subsequently pronounced worth-
less. What is perhaps most interesting,
however, is that these same photo-
graphs show surgically gloved hands
holding the DNC papers against the
background of a shag rug. According
to the Watergate's concierge, to the
building's maintenance men, and to
some who worked at the DNC, how-
ever, there has never been a shag rug on
the sixth (or any other) floor of that
building. ~ich is to say that the un-
interesting photographs that ultimately
found their way to Liddy's principals
were, in fact, taken elsewhere.
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31 I can imagine
Lou Russell in the
prompter's box for
this scene.

Cord had been, his absence was quite .hrief-
a few minutes, and no more.

When McCord arrived at the DNC, he found
Sturgis banging on the hinges of its door.
Gonzalez had been unable to pick the lock (it
was rusted and jammed}," so Sturgis was en-
deavoring to remove the entire door. Standing
in the stairwell beside McCord, Martinez asked
him if he had remembered to remove the tapes
on his way up to the sixth floor. McCord false-
ly assured Martinez that he had.

In fact, the police were already arriving at
the building at 1:55, having been dispatched
two or three minutes earlier. In the lobby, they
encountered Frank Wills, who explained that
he had found the B-2-level doors taped open
earlier in the evening. Subsequently, the guard
said, he had found the same doors fixed with
tape (but did not remove it) for a second time'
-twenty to thirty minutes before the police
arrived. That is to say, Wills discovered the
tape on the second occasion between 1:25 and
1:35 A.M.

What this means is that Barker and Mar-
tinez, who entered the Watergate at 1:30 A.M., ,

may well have done so only atter Wills had
once again found the tape on the B-2doors and
gone to notify his supervisors and the police
for the first time. Certainly Wills had already
discovered the tape by the time that McCord
entered the building (1: 35 A.M.). The pros·
pect this presents is one of a surpassing irony,
in which the course of American history is
seen to have rested on the most casual of de-
cisions. That is, had Wills removed the tape
(as he did the first time he discovered it),
rather than leaving it in place (this second
time), the political landscape of the 1970s
might have been vastly different. In effect, hat/,
Wills removed the tape, he would certainly
have locked out McCord, and possibly Barker
and Martinez as well. Had this occurred, the
police would at best have arrested only Sturgis
and Gonzalez: a soldier of fortune and a lock-
smith with no direct ties to the CIA, to Howard
Hunt, or to the Committee to He-Elect the
President.

But Wills did not remove the tape. He left
it in place and walked back up the stairwell
into the lobby. Close on his heels (or he on
theirs) were Barker and Martinez, followed
minutes later by McCord.

Capt. Bobby Jackson, Wills's roving super-
visor, recalls that Wills telephoned him to re-
'port his' second discovery about "an hour to
an hour and fifteen minutes" after the two men
had spoken together for the first time that
night (at 12: 30 ). Despite the evidence that
a burglary was in progress, Wills had to be
persuaded that the poli,ce should be called.31

32 There are two
stairwells in the Wa.
tergate office build.
ing. For reasons that
apparently have to do
with fire regulations,
the stairwells are im-
mediately adjacent to
each other, but un-
connected. Separated
by a wall, they spiral
round one another at
the building's rear,

33 While the bur.
glars' target was un-
deniably the DNe,
they had, taped the
locks to doors on
other floors for sev·
eral reasons. First,
the B-2 level needed
to be taped so that
the team could gain
entry to the build-
ing's stairwells and,
thereby, access to the
DNe. Second, doors
leading to the eighth
and other floors were
taped as an escape
route: should the
burglars be surprised
in the course of their
felony, they hoped to
elude capture by
scattering to different
floors.

34 If this seems to
have been perverse of
Wills, consider his
earlier inaction. Hav-
ing found the doors
taped at midnight,
he'd been instructed
by his supervisors to
check the other doors
and report back in
fifteen minutes. In-
stead, he'd gone out
for hamburgers and
did .not report back
for more than 'an
hour. What he was
doing is anyone's
guess: Wills's con-
temporary recollec-
tion is faulty in the
extreme. ("Let's see:
I found the tape .
for the first time .
about four or five
o'clock in the morn-
ing .... ")
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The time, by Jackson's calculation, was 1:30
to 1:45 A.M.

Dispatched at 1:52 A.M., three policemen,
each in plain clothes, arrived in the lobby at
1:55. Wills attempted to explain his discov-
eries while the police listened patiently, but
the guard had little success. Accordingly, Wills
led the cops down to the B-2 level and showed
them the tape on the doors leading out to the
underground garage. By this time, the four
men had been joined by a Federal Reserve
guard, and there ensued a discussion of the
burglary at the Federal Reserve Bank offices
some weeks before.

With this information, the police went up
one of the stairwells to the Fed's officeson the
eighth floor.32 Their progress must have been
noisy, because it alarmed Martinez. Turning to
McCord for an explanation, he was told not to
worry: it was only the GSS guards making
their two o'clock rounds. As a precaution,
however, McCord advised Barker to turn off
his walkie-talkie, saying that its static might
attract unwanted attention. Barker complied,
in effect placing the entry team incommuni-
cado with both their leaders, Hunt and Liddy,
in the Command Post, and their lookout, Bald-
win, in the Listening Post.

Meanwhile, the police had arrived at the
eighth floor, where they found one of the doors
taped in the same manner as the ones on B_2.33

To their frustration, however, the Fed's guard
was unable to open any of the officeswith the
keys that he had. After searching the hallways
and trying the locks without success, the police
returned to the stairwell and descended to the
seventh and then to the sixth floor.

"Looks like trouble"

Y THIS TIME, McCord
and the others had re-
moved the DNC's door
from its hinges and en-
tered the Democrats' in-
ner sanctum. According
to McCord's testimony-
in a civil suit, the busi-
ness with the door had
consumed thirty to forty-

five minutes. Given that, and the fact that Mc-
Cord did not arrive on the scene until 1:40
A.M., it is clear that the entry team did not gain
access to the DNC until 2: 10 or even later.
Which is to say that the police had been in
the building for at least fifteen minutes be-
fore the actual crime was committed. Accord-
ing to police reports, the arrests were made
at 2:30 A.M.



The Democratic National Committee offices,
where the Watergate break-in team tapped telephones and searched,

obviously, for needles in the haystack .
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35 Until recently,
Baldwin has always
disputed Hunt's ac-
count by reversing
their roles and insist-
ing that Hunt or-
dered him to take the
van to McCord's.
This summer, how-
ever, I spoke with
Baldwin and he ad-
mitted that taking
the van to McCord's
had been his own
idea. "I didn't have
much choice," Bald-

o win told me. "I didn't
know Washington
very well, and Me-
Cord's was the only
place that I knew how
to get to."

36 In fact, though
Birely claims that he
was motivated by the
goodness of his heart,
none of this seems to
have been free-but
was, instead, "on ac-
count." During the
1972-73 period or un-
til Russell's death,
Birely had Russell
sign papers showing
that the detective
owed him more than
$16,000.

37 Though McCord
paid Russell by check
on a weekly basis
(until his death in
July, 1973), Russell's
other employers pre-
ferred to pay the de-
tective daily-reason-
ing that, in this way,
his excesses could lie
kept under control.
Russell had an un-
usual method of cash-
ing his paychecks
from McCord Asso-
ciates. That is, he
would take his pay-
checks from McCord -
to Washington attor-
ney Bernard Fenster-
wald-yet another of
the powerful men for
whom Russell per-
formed investigative
work. Russell would
sign the back of the
McCord check for
deposit to. one of
Fensterwald's bank
accounts, and Fen-
sterwald would make
out a new check-
one of his own-for
an equal amount,
payable to Louis
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AI Baldwin had not been much help. He had
not reported the arrival of the police until after
they had already entered the DNC's offices.
Even then, his report to Hunt and Liddy had
a laconic air: "Any of your guys wearing
hippie clothes?"

The query, received by walkie-talkie, pre-
dictably alarmed Gordon. Liddy, who told
Baldwin that all of his men were wearing busi-
ness suits.

Baldwin then replied, "There's four, maybe
five, guys running around the sixth floor.
Lights are going on. One's wearing a cowboy
hat, another a sweat shirt. Oh, oh, they've got
guns. Looks like trouble." And then, the look-
out's final report: "I can see our guys now,
hands in the air. Must be cops with them."

Soon, squad cars and paddy wagons began
pulling up in front of the Watergate, red lights
flashing. Frank Wills, standing next to an "un-
identified white male" in the lobby, admitted
the uniformed police and directed themto the
sixth floor. Then he opened the door so that
the unknown man could leave, and began
fielding questions from the police. One of the
first questions was, "Who was that you let
out?" Wills said he didn't know, and immedi-
ately the police began to suspect that a "sixth
man" had been involved in the burglary-but
that he had got away,"

Meanwhile, Liddy and Hunt, the latter with
an antenna jammed down his trouser leg,
sauntered out of the Watergate Hotel and got
into Hunt's car. After dropping Liddy at his
Jeep, Hunt circled back to the Howard John-
son's motel. Going upstairs, he found Baldwin,
who, Hunt testified,

had some binoculars and was quite obvious-
ly enthralled by this scene oj people being
led out of the Watergate, more and more
police arriving.

He encouraged me to lie down on my
belly on the balcony and join him in watch-
ing what was going on across the street. 1
thought this was a very unrealistic reaction
to what was going on, and 1 said to him,
"For God's sake, get out of here."

And he said, "Well, 1 have got all of this
stuff to load."

1 had still never seen any of the elec-
tronic equipment in the apartment. 1 said,
"Load [McCord's] van and get out of
town."

He said, "Where shall 1 go?"
1 said, "I don't care where you go, but

go far and go fast."
He said, "Shall 1 take the van to Mr.

McCord's home?"
I said that would be the last place to take

it. 1 said, "Anyplace but that."
I opened the door, left; ",nd never saw

.him again. until I saw him on television.

In fact, Baldwin drove the van to McCord's
house against Hunt's instructions, parked it in
the driveway with all its incriminating evi-
dence, and then returned home to Connecti-
CUt.35

The cover-up continues

ITHIN A FEW DAYS,
after the arrests of
the Watergate bur-
glars, a number, of
changes had taken
place within the
Washington area,
though many of
them went unno-
ticed for a long

while. The interior of McCord's house, for ex-
ample, needed a new paint job. This was so
because there had been an auto-da-fe in the
living room. CIA agent Lee Pennington, Mc-
Cord's Wife,and others had fed the paper con-
tents of McCord's study into the fireplace, de-
stroying newspaper clippings, personal and
business f;iles,CIA documents, and a good deal
more. But in their haste, they had neglected
to open the flue, and as a result the walls and
furniture had been blackened by soot and
smoke.

News of the conflagration would reach the
authorities months later, after McCord had
taken the trouble to bury and drown elec-
tronics equipment that had also been in his
home. The suspicious naturally regarded these
incidents as a massive destruction of evidence,
but McCord and Pennington dismissed the no-
tion. The fire, according to Pennington, had
been started as a kind of preemptive strike.
The family had received a bomb threat, and
McCord, on learning of it, feared that the
papers in his study might catch fire, endanger-
ing the house-so he had ordered them
burned.

Within forty-eight hours of the arrests, Ken-
nedy aide Carmine Bellino had telephoned
Lou Russell to ask what he knew about the
break-in and James McCord. It is unknown
what Russell told Bellino, but, overnight, Rus-
sell moved from a dilapidated rooming house
near Dupont Circle to a penthouse across the
District Line in Silver Spring. There, Bellino's
friend and stockbroker, William Birely, pro-
vided Russell with a car, spending money, and
free rent for the remainder of his life.36 Indeed,
his circumstances improved so much that
months later, after Bellino had been appointed
chief investigator for the Ervin Committee,
Russell was in a position to buy and sell stock



valued at more than $25,000, using Birely as
his broker-which wasn't bad for a defrocked
spy who could not afford a bank account and
who concealed his "walking-around money" in
a roll of Reynolds Wrap. 37

o MATTER WHERE I
looked, it became obvi-
ous that the Watergate
investigators had failed
to follow obvious leads
and were either ignorant
of, or chose to overlook,
evidence that might in-
dicate McCord was less
than an honorable fel-

low. Wherever I turned, the accepted version
of the Watergate affair made less and less
sense. I found, for instance, that McCord had
established a secret liaison with the Washing-
ton Police Department's Intelligence Division.
On a number of occasions in the months lead-
ing up to.the break-in, he had conferred with
police officer Garey Bittenbender-who had,
in turn, reported to his commanding officer,
Inspector Thomas Herlihy. Bittenbender and
McCord had become friendly, close enough in
any case for McCord to invite Bittenbender
aboard the campaign plane to Miami and to
give the policeman instruction in the use of
electronic surveillance equipment. McCord had
shown the equipment to Bittenbender on the
occasion of their first meeting, and the police
officer had reported the offer of instruction to
his divisional chief. Herlihy agreed that Mc-
Cord's offer was a good opportunity, but
warned the policeman not to become involved
in any actual surveillances himself. The ques-
tion, of course, is: Why didn't the police arrest
McCord for being in possession of such illegal
equipment or at least place him under sur-
veillance as a likely felon? Thatthey did not is
a matter of fact. McCord and Bittenbender
continued their liaison up to, and even after,
McCord's arrest on June 17, although, subse-
quently, with McCord in jail, the friendship
between the two dissolved.

At this point, it is fair to say that we know
more .ahout the break-in of June 16-17 than
any of the investigators to date. Indeed, the
likelihood is that, with the exception of Mc-
Cord, we know more about it than the prin-
cipals themselves. As for McCord, it has been
shown that at every juncture of the break-in
he made decisions that proved catastrophic,
applied "trade-craft" that was ludicrous, and
misled his accomplices about matters that
were either incriminating to himself or stra-
tegic to the break-in's failure-all of which

made the team's apprehension inevitable.
That a career CIA officer such as McCord

should blunder so completely is about as likely
as a podiatrist's accidentally decapitating his
patient. Indeed, it is even less likely, since in-
competence will not suffice as an explanation
for McCord's fabrications. Those who choose
to believe that the burglary failed through the
incompetence of its perpetrators are advancing
a theory that pretends toward sophistication
but which is, in fact, naive, Repeated mistakes
and bad luck are one thing, but a pattern of
deception is another. In the end, there is no
innocent explanation for McCord's having con-
cealed the fact that the DNC was empty while
the Watergate was unguarded.

It was with proof of this that I gave up all
hope of a story on Lou Russell. His involve- .
ment in the affair was beyond all reasonable
doubt, which meant that even further investi-
gation was required. To know that McCord
sabotaged the break-in and that another Watel:'-
gate cover-up continues into the present was
not an end to the matter-s-merely a beginning.
The questions Why did McCord do it? and For
whom was he working? arose as naturally as
mushrooms in a damp cave;"

Of course, these questions contain the im-
plicit assumptions that McCord did in fact
have a motive and that, in addition, he had
not acted independently. The first assumption
seems fair because there is no evidence for its
alternative: that McCord was insane. On the
contrary, more than a dozen courts had ac-
cepted his testimony as competent and, from
all appearances, McCord was coolly rational.
Having accepted his version of events for near-
ly a decade, it would be hypocritical, in light'
of the new evidence, to explain away his sabo-
tage in terms of some dubious and undocu-
mented madness. Theories of that sort begged
the question Why? by implying that there was
no reason and, therefore, no answer.

But the second assumption, that McCord
had not acted on his own, is less secure. Might
he not have been an espontaneo, that is to
say, a spectator who, in a moment of passion,
leaps into the arena, performs a few veronicas,
sows confusion, and, typically, is gored? Of
course. And yet, McCord's reputation as a man
who followed orders, coupled with his manner
of exposing the break-in, makes this seem un-
likely.' McCord's m.o. was that not of a con-
ventional whistle-blower but of a careful spy.
He did not expose the operation by leaping to
his feet with a cry of "/'accuse," but rather
sabotaged the mission in such a way that it
led to his own arrest. All of which suggests
a scheme, rather than spontaneous combus-
tion.

James Russell. Rus-
sell would then take
the wealthy lawyer's
check to a nearby
bank where Fenster.
wald was known, and
cash it.

Subsequently, this
became a matter of
some interest to the
Senate when McCord
dismissed Gerald
Alch as his attorney
and hired Fenster-
wald to represent
him. Because the cir-
cumstances of that
dismissal were laden
with serious charges
-McCord alleged
that Alch was en-
gaged in a plot to
blame Watergate on
the CIA, while Alch
alleged that Fenster.
wald's efforts were
politically motivated
-the Senate inquired
about McCord's reo
lationship with his
new attorney.

A prominent figure
in Washington polio
tics, Fensterwald was
an aficionado of in-
trigue, one of assas-
sin James Earl Ray's
former attorneys, and
the founder of the
nonprofit Committee
to Investigate Assas-
sinations (CeIA). Ac.
cording to Fenster ..
wald and McCord,
they had just become
acquainted. While
Fensterwald had
risked $45,000 in
cash toward McCord's
bail, and while he
had been cashing
McCord's checks for
Lou Russell during
the course of many
months, the two men .
had only just met for
the first time. The
check-cashing epi-
sode, therefore, was
no more than a coin-
cidence.

38 Besides his many
jobs for Fensterwald,
Anderson, McCord,
Birely, the GSS, and
the CRP, Lou Russell
was also engaged in
what appears to have
been a blackmailing
scheme. In the spring
of 1972, he acquired
$3,000 worth of elec-
tronic eavesdropping
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equipment and in.
stalled it in the bed-
rooms of call girls at
the prestigious Co-
lumbia Plaza Apart.
ments, located a block
from the Howard
Johnson's and the
Watergate.

Such an endeavor
could perhaps be dis-
missed, given Rus-
sell's erratic past, in
a boys-will-be-boys
category did it not
coincide with the sus-
picion that Al Bald-
win may have had
similar vicarious in-
terests. If there is an
answer to their sus-
pected pursuits, it
lies in the Gemstone
file, the typed tran-
scriptions of the DNC
phone calls monitored
at the Howard John-
son's.

I have not seen
these files. They are
not part of the public
record, since to dis.
close the contents of
illegally intercepted
telephone conversa-
tions is a crime. But
acquaintances who
have seen the file tell
-rne that it is a mix.
ture of phone conver-
sations at the DNC
and passionate ex.
changes, presumably
not the stuff of a
party headquarters.

All this, nonethe-
less, still appears to
be a weird diversion.
from a Howard Hunt
novel, except when it
is remembered that
Gordon Liddy once
proposed to Attorney
General Mitchell that
a yacht be leased in
Florida and crewed
by prostitutes who,
in the course of
cruises for prominent
Democrats, would ac-
quire lurid details
about members of the
opposition. Liddy nev-
er got his yacht and
was told to scale
down his plans, which
perhaps he did.

HARPER'S
JANUARY 1980
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AM REMINDED of the surgeon
who, in the course of delving
a mere anomaly of flesh, finds
that the patient is shot through
with _knots of serpentine and
cankered tissue. Etherized up-
on the table, the patient might
somehow he saved if all the
resources of the profession are
brought to hear, hut the will is

lacking. To know, hy dissecting the Water-
gate burglary, that our understanding of the
affair as a whole is fatally flawed is to know
also that nothing will be done. The political
transformations whose pathogenesis can be
traced to the evening of June 16 have heen
institutionalized and accepted. There is noth-
ing to do, then, but sew the patient up, cluck
one's sympathy, and mail the bill.

It is conventional, of course, for journalists
as well as for physicians, to prescribe remedies
even in the absence of hope. We might call for
a new investigation. We might "demand" that
the CIA finally respond to the informational
requests made years earlier by Sen. Howard
Baker. We might appeal to the judiciary to
make public the Presidential tapes. We might
insist that, in the public interest, the Washing-
ton Post reveal the identity of "Deep Throat"
so that the public can judge whether jour-
nalism has been blessed by the altruistic con-

cerns of a closet liberal within the Nixon Ad-
ministration or whether, as seems likely, the
Post-and therefore "Watergate"-was ma-
nipulated for political reasons. There are many
things we might call for or do.

.Hut Senator Baker is running for President.
Congress is content with the established order
(and with the established history). Those de-
stroyed hy the affair have begun to mend 'or,
at the least, no longer have the heart for con-
troversy. The CIA remains truculent, the for-
mer President a virtual recluse. The only con-
tinuing victim of the affair, then, is the public.
And while the public may be said to have a
proprietary interest in the affair-for, after all,
the ultimate target of McCord's deception was
not his accomplices, hut, rather, you and 1-
there is no reason to believe that anything
will be done. Honed to an unusual bluntness of
vision by years of Monday night football, we
have come to accept the referee's decision even
when instant replay reveals the judgment to be
wrong. The priorities of daily life-inflation,
high interest rates, crahgrass-have forced us
to delegate the responsibility for understand-
ing our own history. So it is that we place our
faith in appointed caretakers, television com-
mentators, and syndicated pundits, who, night-
ly and in the morning, assure us that the pres-
ent is in good hands.

It is not D

James McCord on the night of his arrest


